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Emerging author M.Smith publishes urban crime short stories at smash words.com 

(Atlanta,Georgia, 2022) M.Smith has released his debut collection of flash fiction stories in 

the urban crime genre. The collection is available now at smash words.com free to 

download. 

 The first story “ The Bookie” is an old school gangster love triangle turned violent. A 

crooked bookie and a cheating mob wife have to dispose of the dead mob boss on the floor of the 

hotel bathroom.  

 The next story is the sequel to the first story. In “The Bookie II” Peter must make it to his 

wife and children, so that they can flee to Wyoming.  

 The third story “ The Okie doke”is a old school mystery story, the assumed deceased 

Marvin Mansfield is back to cause Hell in the life of a broken detective. Based in San Francisco 

in the mid 70’s. 

 The fourth story “ Get Rump” is a vivid tale of cat and mouse, where no character is to be 

trusted and survival is not a guarantee. When the big dog Boss hog’s package comes up missing, 

bodies start to drop all over The Westend of Atlanta. 

 The next short is an excerpt from a full fiction novel entitled “ Of da beast” where a band 

of young car thieves take on the twelves and the cartel for control of the streets and retaliation for 

a fallen friend. 

 M. Smith is a writer/recording artist out of Atlanta, GA. His focus is in the urban fiction 

and crime genres, but he also dabbles in the fantasy/ mystery genres as well. He is currently 

working on his B.F.A at Full sail university online. 



Smashwords.com is a self publishing ebook site that gives emerging artists like 

M.Smith a shot at publishing, while allowing the author complete creative control of the project. 

Tales from Da trap can be downloaded for free at this site. 

Smashwords.com is the world’s largest publisher of indie e-books. They allow authors 

and independent publishers to publish and distribute e-books to the industry’s major retailers, as 

well as provide e-books in all e-book file formats. 
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